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Poly faces Title IX charges 
BY RALPH THOMAS 
Staff Writer 
A sex discrimination com­
plaint filed with the Department 
of Education by five Cal Poly 
students is spurring a federal in­
vestigation of Cal Poly. 
Jane Glickman, a public 9ffairs 
representative for DOE's Office 
of Civil Rights, in Washington, 
D.C., said yesterday Cal Poly
will be investigated by this time 
I next year. 
The complaint, filed in June 
' 1979, charges Cal Poly with not 
complying with Title IX of the 
1972 Education Amendment. 
Glickman said Cal Poly is one 
of 80 colleges and universities to 
be investigated for discrepencies 
concerning Title IX. 
_ "We have not done any in­
vestigations on athletics yet," 
said Glickman, but added, 
"we're beginning to investigate 
them now." 
She said she recognizes that 
many of the problems can't be 
solved overnight. "A lot of the 
complaints are already being cor· 
rected,'' she said. 
According to several ad· 
ministrators here, Cal Poly has 
been making efforts to comply 
with Title IX since the complaint 
was filed. 
Howard West, associate ex· 
ecutive vice president, said Cal 
Poly has made considerable pro· 
gress toward compliance with 
the amendment. 
"I am not concerned about 
having a compliance review and 
an investigation of the complaint 
being done," said West. 
He pointed out that in the 
1978-79 school year there were 
no housing scholarships given to 
female athletes. This year, he 
said, there are about 33 as com­
pared to 102 given to male 
athletes. He said he feels this is 
close to the "proportional equi· 
ty" needed for compliance. His 
latest figures showed that the 
ratio of the number of men to 
women involved in inter­
collegiate athletics is 3·to· l. 
One point stressed by West is 
the amount of "cash dollars" 
spent on the 33 housing scholar­
ships for women is greater than 
the amount for the 102 men's 
scholarships. This is because it is 
considerably cheaper to house 
athletes in Heron and Jespersen 
halls-where the men are 
housed-than it is in the main 
dormitories where the women 
reside. 
A ss o c i a t e  D i re.ct o r  o f  
Athletics Evelyn Pellaton agrees 
that Cal Poly has made progress 
toward compliance. She noted 
that this is a "difficult" task to 
perform. 
"We're more towards equity 
than we have been-but we're 
not there yet," said Pella ton. 
Please see page 3 
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Mulleng Dally-Dan Stameu
A lone figure walks a corridor in Heron Hall. The athletes•· 
dorm is likely to become a counseling center. 
Grants for athletes threatened 
r 
Mualang Delly-Vince Bucci 
The UU Plaza, viewed from a balcony of the Union, with its 
new coat of tar. 
Tar spreads over Plaza 
BY VINCE BUCCI 
Stell Wrtter 
Something different has 
spread over Cal Poly that most 
students come in contact with 
every day. 
Though you can spot it around 
campus, it can really be seen in 
the University Union Plaza. 
What's new are the large dark 
trapezoids of fresh tar that 
$tretch across the Plaza floor. 
The purpose of the tar job was 
to reseal and protect concrete 
section that get wear and tear, 
said Roy Ger ten. ASI business 
affair director. 
The resealing also controls 
Water seepage where drainage 
Problems in the Plaza occur, 
Ger ten said. 
The resurfacing of the union's 
floor was done just before fail 
quarter began and was a project 
long overdue, according to 
Gersten. 
The bold division of black and 
white was coincidental and was 
repaved after an original pat· 
tern, he said. 
"In time the dark color will 
eventually fade away." he said. 
For now though, some students 
see the Plaza floor's graphic 
rebirth as a nice change. 
"I like the contrast, it looks 
real neat," said electronic 
engineering major Rich Lobdill. 
"I like it because it breaks up 
all the gray areas around here," 
said civil engineering major 
Stewart Farley. "It look really 
durable-besides pretty," he 
said. 
BY MARY KIRWAN 
Stall Writer 
Athletic scholarships may be 
cut back if the athletic depart· 
ment fails to come up with 
$100,000 by 1982 to fund alter­
native housing for athletes, ac· 
cording to a Cal Poly ad-
ministrator. 
In 1982, all those living in the 
two dorms reserved for men 
a t h l e t e s-H e r o n  a n d  
Jespersen-will be evicted to 
allow construction of a careers· 
p lann i n g  placemen t and 
counseling center. 
Dean of Facilities Planning 
Doug Gerard said the two col· 
lege Avenue athlete dorms, 
which were included in Cal Poly's 
1975 Master Plan, will be 
modified into a $1.6 million 
building to accommodate grow· 
ing needs of the counseling, 
placement and careers-planning 
center. 
These centers, impacted and 
working above capacity, are 
squeezed in the administration 
building. 
"It's busting at the seams," 
Gerard said. 
Construction of the new center 
will push the 102 athletes, now 
living rent-free in the dorms, into 
costly off-campus housing. 
Unless additional housing funds 
are found, the number of 
students receiving scholarships 
coqld be decreased, Gerard said. 
To date, scholarships are fund· 
ed by ASI student fees and the 
Cal Poly Foundation. Gerard 
said both groups have an invest· 
ment in sports and have ac· 
cepted responsibility to continue 
"some kind" of susidized hous· 
ing, but figures are unknown. 
Costs of the dorms have been 
relatively low, he said, because 
the dorms were built in the 1920s 
and '30s and have been paid for. 
There are only maintenance and 
operating costs, he said. 
Director of Athletics Victor 
Buccola said his department has 
hired an executive director to 
find additional means of raising 
funds, such as increasing ASJ 
fees. The scholarship program 
needs $100,000 a year to support 
athletes on scholarships, Bue­
cola said. That figure was reach· 
ed by estimating $1,000 as an 
average yearly boarding cost per 
student. 
When asked if plans for the 
new center will damage the 
athletics program, Buccola said: 
"It will hurt us in the fact that 
we now have to find $100,00. 
And it's hard to find that kind of 
money." Also, it may injure a 
coach's recruiting capabilities if 
future funding is jeopardized, he 
said. 
WASC accredits Cal Poly 
Cal Poly has been reaccredited 
for the next 10 years. 
Vice President for Academic 
Affairs Hazel Jones announced 
this following a January in· 
spection by a 14-member com· 
mittee from the Western 
Association of Schools and Col· 
leges. 
The committee, comprising 
educational .. specialists from 
other Western schools and a 
public representative, was head· 
ed by Dr. Daniel J. Aldrich, 
Chancellor of University of 
California, Irvine. While at Cal 
Poly, the committee evaluated 
how well the university was 
meeting its educational objec· 
tives; identified Cal Poly's 
strengths and weaknesses; deter· 
mined how well Cal Poly has met 
the re commendations of 
previous W ASC committees; 
and proposed steps the universi· 
ty could take to strengthen its 
academic program. 
Accreditation is the W ASC 
stamp of approval on the univer· 
sity; it lends credence to the 
liegrees offered here and helps 
attract more students. 
The accreditation process in· 
volves a self-study by the in· 
stitution and a visit by an 
evaluation team; Cal Poly facul· 
ty and administration prepared a 
180-page self-study.
The Senior Commission of
W ASC is scheduled to make a 
follow-up campus visit in 1985. 
Report: whites disabled less 
S a c r a m e n t o  
(AP)-American Indians 
and blacks are far more 
likely to be disabled than 
whites, while far fewer 
Asians are disabled, a 
survey of California's adult 
population shows. 
The survey, made in 
1978 but released Tuesday 
by the state Rehabilitation 
Department, showed that 
1.4 million, or 10.5 percent, 
of the 13.8 million Califor· 
nians from 16 to 64 years 
of age are disabled, one 
million of them severely. 
But the rate for the 
123,000 American Indians 
wa� 18.9 percent disabled, 
14.8 percent severely. For 
the 976,000 blacks it was 
15.9 percent disabled, 12.8 
percent severely. 
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CP's Mr. Assertiveness 
leaves, enters publishing 
, 
Join us .•. 
at the John Fluke Mfg. Co., Inc. 
We're looking for engineers with the 
qualifications and the desire to 
contribute to the growth of the test 
and measurement industry. 
Fluke designs, manufactures and ell 
precision electronic instruments. Our 
annual sales exceed 125 million 
making us one of the leading suppliers 
in the test and measurement field. 
Join us as we move - into the 80's and 
into our new Everett, Washington 
facility, just minutes north of Seattle 
on 335 wooded acres. We'll be on 
campus Monday, October 13, 1980. 
Contact your job placement office for 
the exact time and location. 
IFLUKEI 
Equal Employment Opportunity/ 
Affirmative Action Employer 
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Muata119 Dally-EUNn Maher 
BY LISA ASATO 
Staff Writer 
Two writers from Cal Poly's Counseling Center have 
left the academic world for the publishing business. 
Dr. Robert Alberti and Dr. Michael Emmons, authors 
of Your Perfect Right, have made "assertiveness" a 
household word. 
Alberti, a six-foot tall brunet, whose hands speak 
loudly, says he left for many reasons, one of which was 
the success of Impact, his locally-based publishing com· 
pany. And, he said, "I becamP. pretty disenchanted with 
being institutionalized. I'd been in higher education at 
LEARN TO 
FLY Start today on theGreatest Adventure 
of your life ... 
RYING au .. MEf'1BEISHIP • Special Ratel 
$25 MEMBERSHIP - $10 MONTHLY DUES 
Private, Instrument, Commercial licenses 
�C.U:,.-w 1•wwuz■wn
i•Vll•:a:aa •• .ai:w.a, IC 
AVIATION ° INCORPORATED 
543-0436 541-2346
.. . "' 
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one campus or another for 19 years, either as a resear· 
�er, administrator, faculty member, or counselor. I_ 
Just got fed up with the institutional press-unchanging,
uncaring, ba:,ically not responsive to individuals." 
Alberti says the last blow came "when I realized that 
I was actually spending more time in the counseling 
center going to meetings and doing ndmioi8trative wor&t 
than I was seeing students. I thought if I was going•to 
be an adminiitt;.rator, I might as ell do it with my own 
business." 
Alberti, 41, began his association with Cal Poly 25 
years ago as a student. After four years as an 
undergraduate, he graduated with a physics degree in 
1959. Ten years later, he returned with a Ph.D. in 
Psychology, and went into the Counseling Center where 
he remainP.d for nine years. During those nine years, he 
occasionally taught in the psychology, education,and
child development departments. 
Alberti defines assertive behavior as: "That which 
is self-Pobaor.iog, honest, direct verbal or non­
verbal self-expression, which doesn't intrude upon 
other people in the process and deny their rights." 
Through his work at the Counseling Center, Alberti 
met Michael Emmons, another psychologist. Alberti 
had done some study of assertiveness in graduate 
school, as had Emmons at the Counseling Center. When 
they discovered how little literature there was on the 
subject, they agreed to collaborate on some sort of a 
project. 
"We weren't quite sure when we started that it was 
going to take the form of a book. We thought it might 
be a guide for counselors or something else," said Alberti. 
Alberti. 
In 1970, they published the first edition of Your
Perfect Right, which has-become the standard source 
for assertiveness trainers. Impact Publishers was 
established in order to market and distribute the book. 
Alberti defines assertive behavior as: "That which iS>
self-enhancing, honest, direct verbal or non-verbal self­
expression, which doesn't intrude upon other people in 
the process and deny their rights." 
He says it isn't an absolute thing, that he can't point 
to one kind of behavior and say it is definitely assertive 
and another isn't. "It's situational and depends on a lot 
of variables," he says. 
"Assertiveness training is not a simplistic concept. 
It's been oversimplified because it's been popularized, 
so it tends to get a lot of press that says, 'this is asser· 
tive and that's not.' That's simple and everyone can 
understand that, ·but the fact is when you've been in 
. the field for IO-years and done a lot of writing and stu­
dying and talking, you realize you can't take things 
that simply, as though there were universal truths.'' 
While Alberti doesn't claim to be the father of asser· 
tiveness training, he explained how he and Emmons 
brough attention to an area that had been pretty much 
ignored. 
"We didn't invent the process. We aren't the in­
itiators in that sense. We did bor ow from the works of 
other people, but we were probably the first to syn­
thesize some of those other ideas and to put them into 
a systematic form in a step-by-step way, and also to 
draw together some different approaches.'' 
In the first four years, Your Perfect Right sold only 
11,000 copies, Then, according to Alberti, there was an 
explosion. The book really caught on. 
There were several factors which influenced the sud­
den explosion in the human potential movement, accor· 
ding to Alberti. One of them was a Cal Poly Public Af­
fairs news release which the LA Times picked up. 
"There was something involving the horse unit and 
something involving a couple of counselors in the 
Counseling Center. They sent up an excellent feature 
Please see page 5 
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·· Feds come out with diving manual
I �-7 WA HI GTO (AP) -Exploring what is widely tt considered the last fron·
t ier--the u nder-w ater 
world-is becoming ever 
more popular in Amer-ica. 
terest in scuba diving for
recreation affords new 
excitement and physical
well-being for  m a ny
Amnericans. We want to
help ensure that they have
the best training and 
knowledge possible so that
they can safely enjoy the 
sport," commented NOAA 
Administrator Richard A.
Frank, an avid scuba diver 
himself 
on accident management.
Originally the m�n�al
was intended as a tralDlllg
volume for NOAA's more
than 300 scientific_ 
and
working divers, but 1t has
become the basic work for
b oth r es e a r c h  a n d
recreational divers across 
the country. 
B u t s u c h  ef f orts, 
whether for work or sport, 
need to be approached with 
knowledge and caution. 
The ational Oceanic 
and Atmospheric Ad· 
ministration is at hand to
help. 
Some three years in 
• preparation, the new
"NOAA Diving Manual"
is now available.
The new manual updates 
an earlier edition which has 
been sold out for more than 
a year. It is widely 
rewritten and updated and 
contains an all-new section 
• 
n 
I. 
"The burgeoning in-
Batterycharger gone 
BY TIM CONLON 
Staff Writer 
A battery charger used for the university's disabled· 
student tram was stolen Tuesday around 3:30 p.m. from 
the University Union Plaza. 
The charger, valued at $158, was stolen from the 
southwest corner of the Union, under the orange and 
green clock. 
The tram service has two trams, one of which is equip· 
peel with a built-in charger and is still in service. But the 
absence of the charger renders the other tram totally 
useless, said Kevin Barney, the service's student director. 
Services will have to be cut back until funding for a new 
charger is approved, probably in about a week, Barney 
said. 
Anyone with any information about the theft is asked 
to contact the Disabled Student Service office, located 
across the hall from the El Corral Bookstore. 
Frank explained that the
new manual was badly
needed because of major
changes in man� areas ?f j 
diver safety, particularly m 
emergency medical care.
Th e a c c i d ent
man a g e ment chapter
offers detailed guidance on
m a ki n g ell!er g e n c y
rescues, hand signals and 
actions to take when 
search and rescue teams 
arrive. 
For example, many 
divers would depend on the Ibuddy system, sharing an air tank, if one ran out of 
air. 
The manual warns, 
however, that this may be 
impractical because when 
one diver runs out of air,
the buddy is likely very Ilow, also. "With double con· sumption, available air can 
be depleted in seconds. r 
Buddy breathing ascent 
s ho uld therefore be 
l prompt," the manual
states. 
Poly faces Title IX charges 
From page 1 
"People put the money moot Hall. 
Was your last jewelry 
purchase a bit too casual? 
Swap meet specials. Designed to look great 
... till your skin turns green. 
At the Cold Concept. we believe you and your jewelry 
should have a long-term relacionsh1p. If you buy a necklace 
and then decide It isn't you. we're here co exchange it. If 
the wedding nng you got from us needs polish on your 
25th anniversary. we'lr still be around. 
The Cold Concept. a little shop with big.follow-through. 
theGOLD CONCEPT 
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I into the sports that bring 
I in income," said Pella ton,
and added, "I don't believe 
in this." 
the students who wrote 
and signed the complain£, 
said she is not satisflw 
with the efforts the Ad­
ministration has made. 
Another co-signer of the 
com p l ai n t , He a t h e r  
Leavens, gave the same 
opinion as Clendenen, say­
ing she, too, would like to 
see an investigation. 
L I ' THE NETWORK MALL. DOW TOW SAN LUIS OBISPO _________________ . _________ J 
1, 
I 
I 
But Pellaton doesn't 
seem concerned about an 
)[lvestigation. "I don't 
think it's our neck," she 
said. 
Ann Clendenen, one of 
"They're (Cal Poly) work­
ing on equitability, but it's 
still not at the ratio it 
s hould  be,'' s a id 
Clendenen, who is now the 
resident director at Fre-
"I think what has hap­
pened has been good," said 
Leavens, but added, "I 
don't want to stop here.·· 
Hughes Helicopters 
is Coming! 
We will be on your campus 
October 3 
Careers in motion, that's Hughes Helicopters 
• Engineering • Technology
• Computer Sciences
Whatever the field, you can expect opportunity and challenge from 
production of commercial helicopters to planning the Army's Ad­
vanced Attack Helicopter. 
we offer excellent benefits, salaries, and a path for progress. 
If you want your career in motion, see us and discuss your future. For 
further informatioh, contact your placement office 
Hughes Helicopters 
11940 West Jefferson Boulevard 
Culver City, California 90230
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Leave that spare tire of yours at Maloney·s Gym and Fitness Center. Maloney·s features
daily fitness classes, nutrrt:1onal counseling and personalized weight control programs
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DrOP by Malor,ey·s today. 3550 So. Hi!UCf at Ten 15C Park, Suite 190 Phone 541-5180
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Arts, crafts show 
Women artists an<l craft· 
smen are inVIted to par· 
ticipate in the San Luis 
Obispo Women's Resource 
Center's seventh annual 
arts and crafts snow, '' A 
D a y  With  Creati v e  
Women." 
The center is al"° en· 
couraging no nprofit  
organizations to ·operate 
'ood booths during he 
show. which will be held 
!'llov. 1 and 2 from 10 a.m. 
..o 4 p.m. San Luis 
Obispo' s Mission Plaza. 
�e event offers women 
the opportunity to display 
and sell their work, rang· 
ing fl'om [eathercraft, 
ceramics, batik and jewelry 
to needlework, basketry, 
weaving, silk screen and 
more. 
Proceeas are used to 
benefit the Women s 
Resource Center. The 
center provides a number 
of services at no cost for 
women. These services in· 
elude housing and job in· 
formation, workshops and 
seminars, referrals on child 
care, women's health care 
and emergency assistance 
information. 
Applications for the 
show are available at the 
center, located at 041 
Chorro, Suite E and at 
Dandelion \Vine Bookstore 
at 738 Higuera. 
Applications must be 
rec,ehed no later than Oc· 
tober 20. For more infor· 
D1Btion, call the center at 
544-9313. 
ustang 0•111 Thursday, October 2, 1980
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SkiClub 
The Cal Poly Ski Club 
plans a meeting in 
Chumash on Oct. 7 at 7:30 
p.m. A Warren Miller film 
will be shown, and an ice 
brea er party and sign-ups 
will be discussed. There is 
no ice breaker party on 
Oct. 7, as was reported in 
Wednesday's Mustang.
Dance 
Omega Psi Phi is having 
a dance in Mustang Louge 
Oct 10 fro.m 9 p.m. on. 
Tickets are $1.50. For more 
info call Robert Liantz at 
541-3164. 
Gregory Peck 
The movie "The Boys 
from Brazil" is going to be 
shown Oct. 15 at 7 and 9:45 
p .m. in  Chu m a sh 
Auditorium for $1 at the 
ASI ticket office. Call 
Susan Smith at 546-4595 
for more info. 
Bo Derek 
The ·movie .. 10" is going
to be sholv'll tomorrow 
night at 7 and 9:45 in 
Chumash Auditorium for 
$1 at the ASI ticket office. 
Call Susan Smith at 546· 
4595 for more info. 
Ping pong 
Delta Tau is having their 
second annual pongathon 
with little white balls boun· 
cing around in the Delta 
Tau fraternity between 
Oct. 17 and 24. Pledges can 
be made to benefit the 
Loina Vista Handicapped 
Center. For more info, call 
Ralph Modugno at 543· 
�656. 
Openings 
The University Union 
Board of Governors needs 
new members and has five 
openings for this year's 
board. Throo one-year ap· 
pointments and two alter· 
n a t e  p osi t i o n s are 
available. Applications are 
available at the U.U. infor· 
mation desk. For more in­
fo, call 546-1291. 
Friends wish you uck 
on a bigexa1n.Gooil friends stick 
aro11nd to see how you did. 
They say they were ju::.t 
• hanging arowid killing tin1e and
by the \Vay. "How did yo do?"
You tell them a ce! bration is in
ord rand that you're bu1ing the
beer. '"Look," one of them says,
"If you did tha well, buy us ,
something special." Tonight, let
it be Lov.·enbrau.
.. 
Birth control 
"'he advantages and 
disadvantages of various 
methods of contraception 
is discussed at the Health 
Center every Tuesday frolll 
11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. and 
every Thursday from 2 to 
3:30 p.m. All are invited to 
attend these workshops. 
Lacrosse . 1 
Poly's Lacrosse Club is 
meeting in Eng;neering 
West, room 204, Oct. 9 st 
11 a.m. Persom1 interested 
in playing, managing or of­
ficiating are invited. The 
game schedule, practice 
dates, T·Shirts and films 
will be discussed. Call 
coach Bill Ramsey at 528· 
6849 for more info. 
Cycling 
';('he Mustang Cycling 
Team is having this year's 
first meeting in UU21 7D, 
Oct. 9 at 11 a.m. Info: 
James Harris 541-1164. 
Awareness Day 
The Disabled Student 
Services Club is planning 
an awareness day for 
students interested i11 
knowing what it's like to be 
handicapped for a day. It• s 
in the U.U. Plaza Oct. 21
and starts at 8:30 a.m. For 
more info, call Jon M. Pace 
at 546-1395 or at 995-3351. 
Davis trip 
The Veterinary Science 
Department is planning a 
trip to U.C. Davis to check 
out the university' s  
veterinary science depart· 
ment and hospital. The 
Nov. 9·10 trip costs $13, 
excluding food. Call John 
Downey at 546-3086 for 
more info or notify the 
Veterinary Clinic at Poly. 
Seminar 
The Cal Poly Accounting 
Club is having a free ac­
counting career seminar 
with professionals from 
di fferent accounting, 
government and industrial 
institutions speaking and 
explaining interviewing 
techniques and steps of the 
interview process. 
The seminar will be held 
in U. U. 220, Oct. 6 and 13 
from 3 to 5 p.m .. 
Call Accounting Club 
president Scott Bryers for 
more info at 541-3160.
Carnival 
I 
I 
I 
t 
( 
i 
t 
There's going to be a I Halloween carnival and 
Oktoberfest in Baywood I 
Park Oct. 26 with activity I booths, food booths and 
arts and crafts. Signups I are now being taken. To I sign up or to get more info 
on the carnival, call I Sharlot at 528-4954. 
I Info session 
The Veterinary Science I 
Department is having I guest speakers from U .C.• 
I Davis come down to 
outline their veterinary I science program and ad­
missions procedures in I Chumash Auditorium Oct. I 6 at 7 p.m. It's free. Call 
John Downey at 546-3086 I for more info. 
Dance I 
The Veterinary Science I Club is sponsoring a dance I to the tunes of Monty Mills, 
and his Lucky Horseshoe I Band, ov. 14 from 9 p.m. 
I San Luis to 1 a.m. at 
Obispo's Veteran's Hall on I Mill Street and Grand Ave. 
Tickets are $3 for singles. · I ._ ____________ ,_·�-�_o_� _ ....., .,_�_SA_�_,_!_!_•_·l_._•_�_M._#J_: ___ �_•_-e�_'_s_to __ e_o __ o_d __ f_1_·1_·_e_• -c_l_s_. __ ... =J:'.:r�.� .1-0:; !
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writer and a photographer. They did both stories and 
ran them both. The story on us was very important 
because it was one of the first things in the popular 
press on assertiveness training, even though the angle 
of the story was 'two small town businessmen who 
make good.' " 
Another factor, according to Alberti, was the 
tremendous growth of the women's movement. Impact 
Publishers came out with the Assertive Women and 
others began to do work in that area. 
g 
t 
d 
f. 
e 
Alberti watched the assertiveness movement and irn·
pact take great strides. During this time, he published 
ie 16 books on human development, and is always in the 
process of reviewing manuscripts for publication. 
s 
J 
' ,. 
g 
Your Perfect Right remains the best seller of all of 
Impact's publications-400,000 copies over the past ten 
years. Every four years, Alberti and Emmons revise the, 
book and come out with a new edition. 
Alberti is wary about others practicing assertiveness. 
He and Emmons considered certifying their trainers in 
order to standardize and guarantee the training pro­
cess. They gave up the idea for both practical and 
philosophical reasons. 
"A lot of things in psychology have been done in a 
purist fashion. You had to have a guru first of all, then 
you had to have disciples of the guru, and everybody 
had to be ordained and promise they would never 
deviate from the faith. I think that's sad." 
Alberti doesn't force his trainers to do it his way. 
"The healthy thing with assertiveness training, I 
think, is that from the beginning, it's been leavened by 
a lot of people who've done it a lot of different ways. 
I'm not concerned that people do it our way, but I 
would hope that people would do it with t�e principles 
we try to adhere to that are sunoortive of human 
rights.'• But there have been some questionable pro­
cedures that have gone along with assertiveness train­
ing over the years." 
Alberti is put off by assertiveness training zealots 
who don't know when to stop. ··:something that bothers 
me is when you meet someone who's fresh out of asser­
tiveness training group and they want to be assertive 
about everything. They won't let you sit still for a 
minute. It's important to be able to say, 'Here's a 
situation where it really doesn't matter,• and just kick 
back and let it be. But some of these people who come 
out fresh feel they have to take off and be tough about 
it in every situation. There are important dimensions to 
the process in terms of keeping it flexible and being 
responsible in various ways." 
�en asked about his ultimate goals, Alberti says, "I 
don t really have any goals at this point in my life. I've 
done the things that were important to me to achieve 
professionally.•' 
.. He added a word of caution concerning goal-setting.Yo� can reall� lose something if you go through life 
settmg goals with the idea that when you get there is 
w�en �ou really begin to live. I think students tend to
think, when I get my degree, when I get a good job 
whe!l I get married and have children .. .' I think the; 
�t m the way of a lot of pleasures of life as you're go­
mg along." 
� New hepatitis vaccine out Prop. 1 0foes raise $384,000 
t 
� 
r 
l 
! 
(AP)-Hospital workers, 
kidney patients, drug 
abusers and people who are 
sexually promiscuous are 
among the diverse group of 
Americans expected to 
benefit from an experimen­
tal new vaccine against 
hepatitis B. 
Results of the first large-· 
acale study of the vaccine, 
released Sunday, show it 
virtually eliminates the 
risk of the viral liver 
disea!Ml that may afflict 
200,000 Americans a year. 
In the two-year study,. 
which was directed by Dr. 
Wolf Szuness of New York 
blood Center, hepatitis was 
reduced by 92 percent 
among v a c c i n a t ed 
members of a group of 
1,083 h o m o s e x ual 
volunteers. 
Hepatitis B. can be sex­
ually transmitted and is a 
hazard to both homosex· 
uals and heterosexuals who­
have many sex partners,. 
doctors said. 
decreasing the amount of 
hepatitis B. in the United 
States .. .it's very exciting," 
Francis said in a telephone 
interview Monday. 
The vaccine is considered 
experimental, but is likely 
to  b e  approved for 
marketing based on the 
results of the New York 
Blood Center Study and a 
companion study by the 
CDC which is expected to 
yield preliminary results 
next March, he said. 
The vaccine is refined 
from the blood of persons 
chronically infected with 
hepatitis B. it is made by 
Merck Sharp & Dohme. 
Francis . said the vac­
cine's impact may be 
greatest in sub- Saharan• 
Africa and parto of 
Southeast Asia, where in 
some v i llages three­
quarters of the people have 
had hepatitis B and 40 per­
cent are chronically in­
fected. 
Hepatitis B, once known 
as serum hepatitis, is one 
of at least three known 
forms of hepatitis and is 
usually considered the 
most severe. No vaccines _ 
exist for the other two, 
which together account for 
about two-thirds of the 
cases. 
Continued success with 
the vaccine may lead to 
routine immunization of 
doctors, nurses, hospital 
employees, kidney patients 
and others considered like­
ly to get the disease, said 
Dr. Donald Francis of the 
national Center for Disease 
Control's hepatitis group 
in Phoenix, Ariz.· 
In severe cases, hepatitis 
B causes jaundice and liver 
a damage but most infec­
in tions are milder with symp-
"It coul d  h ave 
tremedous impact 
r-LOoK seNsArlONAL1
I and I I FEEL HEAL THY! I 
I r�lf.i:: � I. I _... ·II I 
I I 
I I 
I ___ ............ _�-:..____,;; I I Now for the first time on the Cen-1
I tral Coast, and only at Safety Tan I 
I Lounges, if your skin tans in the sun, II we will GUARANTEE a tan in just 6 to I
1
8 days without burning, using our ex-
I elusive European safe UVA system 
l(no harmful UVB or UVC rays). I 
I Dally 10am•7pm Sat 10am-4pm I 
I 10% discount with this ad I 
I Safety Tan Lounges 1• 
111049 Hfeuna, San Luis O"1spo, CA 93401 
__ -er c•II for mott iolorm.tion (805) S44-4S35 Ill --------------
toms resembling the flu. 
Sacramento (AP)-The 
tobacco company-financed 
opposition to Proposition_ 
10, a Nov. 4 ballot measure 
to require separate smok­
ing and no-smoking sec­
tions in most buildings 
open to the public, said 
Tuesday it has raised 
thirds of that was raised to 
qualify the measure for the 
ballot, said campaign 
treasurer Peter Hanauer. 
The amount raised since 
July 1, when the measure 
h a d  q ual i fied , w a s  
$141,197. 
Proposition 10 would re­
quire no-smoking sections 
in workplaces, government 
buildings, restaurants and 
health facilities, and would 
ban smoking in public sec­
tions of retail stores, ex­
cept for tobacco stores. 
Doctors  blame the 
mildness of the disease for 
the fact that, although 
there are an estimated 
200,000 victims annually 
in the United States, only 
14,913 cases were reported 
to the CDC last year. about $384,000 for the �.---�.,_...,"' � ..... """'.,.....,"' 1,,1..,.�1,a"'""'"""'
campaign. The hepatitis B virus is 
carried in the blood-hence 
the risk to hospital 
workers, kidney patients, 
p e r s o n s  rec e1v1n g 
transfusions and drug ad­
dicts who share needles. It 
also can be transmitted by 
intimate contact, as it is 
carried in the saliva, milk 
and semen. 
That is less than sup­
porters of the measure 
have raised, and only a 
fraction of the record $6.5 
million contributed by 
tobacco companies to 
defeat a somewhat broader 
initiative in 1978. 
The total Yes-onlO con­
tributions and loans are 
$410,787, but about two-
.. � . \ ,, �, . > "• ,• 
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selection for Dexter styles 
for guys and gals - from $32.•• 
8� 
860 Higuera, S L.0. 
MID-STATE 
A .. , ELECTRONICS 
A A A A A A A 
Our experience covers 25 years of supply­
ing Cal Poly students with all their electronic 
needs. Our stock is the largest of any store 
between Los Angeles and San Francisco-in 
fact, our stock is larger than that of most 
stores in LA or $Fl 
We have an assortment of telephones, plus 
connector blocks and wire for extending 
telephones to the desired point. 
Everything you need for your TV. We carry 
splitters for connecting more than one set to 
the cable, correct impedance transformers, 
transmission line ... everything you need. 
If you want a new stylus or cartridge for 
your stereo, MID-STATE ELECTRONICS has it. 
That's not all!!! We have countless ac­
cessories and repair parts also. Put your 
stereo in top shape with a visit to MID-STATE. 
If you brought a HAM SET along with you to 
school, and you want to keep it out of your 
. neighbor's TV or stereo, MID-STATE has the 
proper filters. 
In fact, if you want to build, repair, or re­
build anything electronic, get your parts at 
MID-STATE ELECTRONICS. We're conve­
niently located between California Blvd. and 
the railroad overpass. 
Batteries? You Betcha!!! The freshest in 
town-we order twice monthly, not twice 
yearly. 
COME IN AND GET A SHOCK AT THE 
SIZE OF OUR STOCK!!! 
MID-STATE ELECTRONICS 
1441 Monterey 
543-2770
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Joi!J the ·university Square Mercha.nts 
For three days of sales, prizes and fun. 
Thurs. October 2, 1980 
Fri. October 3, 1980 Open 'till 9 
Sat. October 4, 1980 on Thursday 
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-.The Big Difference
•Friendly, Courteous Employees •7-Day Weekly Specials
•Low Everyday Prices •Top Quality Meats & Produce
•Greater Over-All Selection
i TOP I · Large I SIRLOIN INEOARINES I Beef loin $219 I
4 $11 :tn°��ss . . . . lb. Ilbs. I tor Beef Loin $ 5 8Top Sirloin I 
I 3 $1 I Beef Loin $248 II T-Bone I 
for I STEAKS . . . lb. I 
Party Size 
1. 75 Liter
Kamchatka 
VODKA 
$71, 
$9.99 Value 
lt6 fMrl■ 8'"1. ''RED TAG'' INFLATION FIGHTING VALUES- 111 llipSt.
Another Part Of ''THE BIG DIFFERENCE'' s.t.o.
-�.A.l \��"'� VALUABLE COUPON
......... 11( ", .... --·­�. FRANCO-AMERICAN 14¼ OZ SPAGHETTI 
�'l VALUABLE COUPON -nW,#m¥//z 
ii
I.1 
I 
'\-.
I·" With this coupon • • • . 4 for $1 .00
YOPLAIT YOGURT 
Your choice of flavor (al regular price) 
- I
I/ 
11 
I 
i,,,_ffl/1,1#1-Yf-$1//,·V<½fHHHw,., ◄ -,��� ,� '#fflf#H1�-,H1W���,·• \��,��,� ���\, I 
Without coupon 3 for $1.00 
Lim One Coupon Per Cu110111,, 
V1tld OcL 1·7, 1H0 UMIT 1 
BUY ONE & 
GET ONE . ... FREE 
Llffllt: One Coupon Per Customer 
Valid Oci. 1 •7. 1110 LIMIT 1 
-■· � ��!!1!1111••--fl"-:-,.-- - - - ,._ -
1!\.A.I �� VALUABLE COUPON �f1ffl#-.- 1'.,A,/ · � VALUABLE COUPON #l-1-ff1'#S#r.l#'-. �·· .. • ..-< � : ...... ,all( J, �- - �-- I · •• l' •' f 
� �.� r,, 
FARMLAND 
CANNED HAMS $ 
With this coupon . . , .• , . . 1 o3, 
at checkstand 
100 ct Facial Tissue 
KLEENEX 
BUY ONE & 
GET ONE. 
- -- ' -
_J 1 , .. --�-��'· Llmlr. One Coupon Per Cu•-V1tld Oet. 1-7.1110 LIMIT 1 
.. FREE 
It One Coupon Pw Custom., 
LIMIT l Valkl Oct. 1·7, 1tl0 
-
PRICES EFFECTIVE OCT. 1-7, 1980 
reg. Price $5.95 
sale Price $3.50 
.,_, ' ' I 0 I • • I 
200Sl&TS 
,., 11 xi� 
reg. Price $2.15 
sale Price $1.25 
• f,• 
reg. Price $4.35 
sale Price $2.95 f
.a.
0 
(/'I 
reg. Price $3.98 I 
sale Price $2.50 �
1 
Sale Ends Oct. 5, 1980 lhltlte<I to oloet - •-
r---�------------------� 
I 
I 
Name • I I ---------, 
Addlas I 
I 
Phone ---------1
I 
AF---------1 
I Please drop off in any University Square I 
store before 11AM Saturday. I 
L-----------�----------J 
Drawing for Prizes 
To Be �eld Saturday 
Drop off coupon with any merchant 
(Winners need not be present) 
�ey• 
The Geat Americd19-oe :me
10% Off All Socks 
with purchase of shoes 
850 Foothill Blvd. 
543-9851 
OPEN 'Till 9 WEEKDA VS 
WILL AND PAT BEARCE 
BROKERS 
BEARCE FOOTHILL REAL TY 
HOMES, INCOME PROPERTY AND BUSINESSES 
UNIVERSITY SQUARE SHOPPING CTR. 
890 FOOTHILL BLVD. 
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401 . (805) 544-9-444
35 
HAIR CUTS & STYllE CUTS 
at the 
UNIVERSITY BARBER SHOP 
892 Foothill Blvd. 
For best results, shampoo 
and dry before coming ! 
Between 8:30 I 9 Thursday I �-----
Mustang Dally Thursday, October 2, 1980 Page7 
Jewelry Sale at HURLEY'S 
. ·large· 
Assertment... , .••• All 20 % off
Barnes Hines 
soft therm 8 oz. 
Sale $1 • 95 
*PLUS*.__ ___ __ 
Reg. 
$2.70 
Reg. 
$3.25 
Vidal Sassoon 
8 oz. Shampoo & 8 oz. finishing rinse 
GOLD 
DISCOVERED AT 
BASKIN ROBBINS 31 FLAVORS 
STRIKE IT RICH OCTOBER 2, 3, 4 
BASKIN-ROBBINS 
) 'ID;��  
1'Worth their taste in «ii<aikdll" 
JAMOCHA·ALMOND FUDGE & PRALINES N' CREAM 
. 
6oz. Reg. $1.79 
�----------....
,. 
.. 
We are now featuring the 
complete line of 
Henna Hair _Products 
Monday-Friday t a.m. to I p.m. 
�turday 9 11.m. 'til 7 p.m. 
Sunday 10 a.m. 'til , p.m. 
196 FOOTHILL BLVD. 
UNIYEISlff SQUARE 
Pli1■11 543-S950 
Colgate 
Tooth­
Paste 
Calendar Girl 
Ladies Spa and Figure Salon 
-
• Aerobic-Dance Exercise
• Ladies Only
• Specially Designed
Equipment for Women
• Nutritional Guidance
• Sauna & Whirlpool
•. Persona I Instruction
3 months 859°!. 
or 
4 months 859°0
with this coupon 
964 Foothill Blvd., 
University Square, 
543-3465 VIS4' 
Sale 89' 
ORDER YOUR GOLD TODAY 
CALL 543-9697 
858 FOOTHILL BOULEVARD 
OPEN 11 :00 A.M. to 11 :00 P.M. 
COMPLETE 
DESSERT 
CENTER 
I This Coupon Worth 
II 1 0% Off All SundaesAnd All Shakes 
1 Good Oct. 2, 3, 4, 1980 
J RD D r ;J RJ":;Yk 3 
university square 
Welco_mes Back Cal Poly 
Thursday-Friday-Saturday, 
Open Thursday nights 'til 9 
GALS 
Separate Pants, reg. to 45.oo .................. 25 % OFF , 
Separate Blouses, reg. to 32.00 ............... 25 % O.FF 
Velours, reg. to32.oo .............................. 25 % OFF 
Active-wear, Selected group, reg. to30.00 .......... 25 % OFF. 
Bonnie Doon Socks 
Derby .............................................. 3/6. 75 
Misty .................................... · ........... 3/6. 75 
Mamselle .............. : ............................ 3/5. 40 
Shakercuff .......... • ................................. 3/9. 60 
Roman Stripe Panties, reg. 2.2 s 
Brief, reg. 2.25 .......................................... 1 .89 
Bikini, reg. 2.25 .......................................... 1 . 69 
Vanity Fair Satin Bikinis, reg. 3.oo ................. 2·.29 
Vassarette Satin-ring Bikini, reg. 3.so ............ 2.29 
Flair Slit-Slip, reg.a.oo .................................. 5.99 
Niki-Lu Terry Robes, reg. 34.oo .................... 25.99 
GUYS 
Levi Fashion Pants, values to 2 4.00 ....... 14.99-16.9� . 
O.P. Light Bolt Knit ShirtSvaluesto 2 2.00 ......... 1. 5.99 
Bolt Knit Shirts, values to 22.00 .... .t ..... ' ............... 15.99 
Swimwear, selected styles, values to 18.00 ............... 1/3 OFF 
Hawaiian Shirts, reg. 26.00 ................ 12.99-15.99 
Nylon Parkas, Weatherwatcher, by Pacific Trail, reg .. 65.00 ... 49. 99 
Tank Tops, reg. 9.so ..................................... 4�99· 
• Sale prices effective at our University Square store only, now through Saturday .
, 
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Hiking at your Feet 
BY BOB BERGER 
Outdoora Editor 
So you say you're new to 
school and San Luis 
Obispo. The weather is
warm, professors are dull 
and you want to get out of 
the library this weekend. 
the road, crosses the creek 
and winds its way up the 
hill. 
Try this trail in early 
morning or late evening for 
a spectacular view of town 
and the school. 
But where do you go? Poly Canyon-Train Tres-
1 f hiking is your  tie Loop-Follow the Poly 
pleasure, you 're in luck. Canyon dirt road past the 
San Luis Obispo both ranch to the end of the ca­
locally and county wide, nyon. Go over the pass and 
has an abundance of down Stenner Creek Ca­
pleasurable day and over- nyon. The route � take 
night hikes worth taking. _ you under the tram trest!e
and back to campus. This 
If early quarter pressure hike-offers excellent vistas 
is keeping you close to of the rolling hills surroun· 
campus, try a few trails on ding Cal Poly. 
campus. 
the west, with the "P" on 
its face is Bishop's Peak. 
To get to the top simply 
cruise out Foothill Blvd. to 
the first turnout on the 
right past the barn. Cut 
across the large open field 
and head for the tree-line 
looking for the trail. The 
trail will start in the oak 
trees, but it eventually 
erodes into a maze of game 
trails. Just head for the 
summit ridge and continue 
to wards t h e  summit 
blocks. Watch out for 
poison oak. 
Approximate distance: 
Variable 
-� .• 
Top of the Pol y 
"P"-The trail to the top 
of the ridge behind the red 
brick dorms starts at the 
Botanical Gardens by the 
tree at the end of the Poly 
Canyon dirt road. It starts 
on the right hand side of 
Approximate distance: 8-
10 miles 
For those who want to 
take extended trips, the 
North County has some of 
the most rugged and 
underdeveloped coastline 
in the United States. The 
person looking for quiet 
trails, pockets of red­
woods, isolated beaches 
and waterfalls will feel 
Mike Daddow sets off to hike the Salmon Creek Trial. 
Mualang Dally-Bob Berger 
, . I , . . 
;! • •
, 
I 
If the initiated hiker has 
only a bike, it is still possi­
ble to enjoy some good 
local hiking. 
Bishop's Peak-The 
mountain facing Poly from 
i 
I 
\ 
quite at home in the area I Highway 1 north to the
between San Simeon and I Nacimiento-Jolon road
Big Sur. and pick up the Cone Peak 
Cone Peak-As with al!
of the North County 
c o a s t a l  t r i p s ,  t a k e  
l-1.
road at the crest of the 
Nacimiento road and look 
for the trail. At 6,755 ft
, Cone Peak is the highest 
point in the Coastal Range 
and provides an excellent 
view. 
Approximate distance: 4 
miles 
Buckeye Meadow-The 
first trailhead past San Si­
meon is Salmon Creek. Not 
only does the Salmon 
Creek boast of the most 
beautiful waterfall along 
this section of coast, but 
there are also a plethora of 
trails to be hiked. Permits 
are required. This is the 
ideal spot for those who 
want to do some light­
weight backpacking since 
there is plenty of water, 
longer trails and little 
back-county traffic. To 
reach Buckeye Meadow 
pick up the trail behind the 
barn at the ranger station 
The four mile trail follows 
the coastal ridges through 
redw o o ds and open 
meadows. One can return 
by the same route or. 
follow the Lion's Den trail 
for a nice loop. 
Approximate 
variable 
distance: 
Morro Bay, 
These two TI calculators can help you 
handle courses in math, in science, or business. 
Sandspit-Take Los Osos 
Valley Road out to 
Haywood Park and look for 
the Sunset Terrace golf 
course at the southern end 
of the Bay. Traverse 
around the inlet and climb 
over the sand dunes 
toward Morro Rock. The 
path leads through isolated 
PHOTO 
SUPPLIES 
Now, and in the real world. 
One real-world le. on you'll learn in 
school i the importance of productiv­
ity. 'flme you �pend doing the math 
part of the prob! m i time you can't 
spend learning concept!: . 
A Texas In truments profe ional 
calculator \l,ill help make . ·our study 
time more productive. And it can !ilio 
help you move into the w rid of a pro­
fessional. A world where knowing the 
concept is only part of the solution. 
Bringing out the answer require a 
working knowledge of a powerful 
personal calculator. 
Economical Tl Busine Analyst-I 
with tatistics and advanced bUBi-
n · function . 
Pre-progr a m­
med with bu i­
nes fu ncti o n s  
for time-v a l ue 
of money, statis­
tic-, profit mar­
gin. And other 
-
� ..a • 
-- ,=.a 
�
§if"�·
problems you'll encounter in 
bu ine school. Other capabilities in­
clude percent, square , logs, and 
powers. Its 140-page book, "Keys to 
Money Management"(a $4.95 value), 
h step-by- tep in tructions plus 
sample problem . It's an extra value 
with every BA-I. 
The Tl-55 advanced slide rule 
ith tatistir and program-
mability. 
This capable calculator has AOS"' 
easy enu-y ystem, tati tical func­
tions, 10 memories, 9 le\·el of paren­
the is, trig, powers and roots, plus 
programmability. Its book, "Calcula­
tor Deci ion , taking urcebook" (a 
$4.95 value), helps you get all the 
power pre-programmed into the TI-55 
See the whole line of TI 
calculators at your college 
bookstore or other retailer. 
41-ademark of Tuxas lnstrumen 
Incorporated. 
BCorrol 
beaches and offers good 
views of Morro Rock and 
the Bay. 
Approximate distance: 8 
miles 
Coon Creek-Follow Los 
Osos Valley Road all the 
way out to Montana de Oro 
State Park. The trail 
begins at the Spooners 
Cove ranger station. The 
first two miles of the trail 
are the most interesting as 
it winds through pine 
fc:;rests and meadows. 
Approximate distance: 
variable 
In the South County one 
of the few hikes worth men­
tioning is; 
Pt. Sal-Take Highway 
101 south to Pismo Beach, 
pick up Highway 1 and 
continue to Guadalupe. 
Follow Brown Road west 
out of Guadalupe and con­
tinue on the dirt road 
about 9 miles. Park at Pt. 
Sal State Beach and hike 
along the cliffs and beach 
to the north. Be aware of 
the tides since they can 
trap the unwary hiker. On 
a clear day one can take in 
views of San Luis Bay and 
the Diablo Canyon nuclear 
power plant. 
Putyour 
money where 
your Heart is. 
Pookstore 
r 
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-utings Club offers a way out of town
, 
BY BOB BERGER 
Cutdoo111 Editor 
The Cal Poly Outings 
Club is on the go. 
Last weekend the 
Outings group had a "get 
together" bike hike out to 
Avila Beach and this 
weekend t.he club will be 
sponsoring their tenth an· 
nual Pine Canyon Ranch 
trip. The ranch trip will be 
another get together trip. 
"The ranch trip is a great 
way to get to know the 
other people in the club," 
said Outings spokeswoman 
Valerie Cunha. 
Last year the club took 
over 70 people on the trip, 
but so far only 22 have 
signed up for this weekend. 
The Ranch trip is pure fun. 
There will be volleyball, 
frisbee, beginning rock 
climbing lessons at the Pin­
nacles National Monument 
and plenty of home made 
ice cream. 
All one needs to do in 
order to participate in the 
weekend'_s activities is sign 
up in the Escape Route 
across from the El Cor al 
BookBtore. Vital equip­
ment necessities boil down 
to a sleeping bag, pad for 
sleeping on, a pack and ten­
nis shoes. 
The Club will be leaving 
this Saturday at 8 a.m. for 
the Pine Mountain Ranch 
(125 miles north of S.L.O.), 
and returning at 7 p.m. on 
Sunday evening. 
The Outings Club meets 
every Tuesday night in the 
University Union in room 
220 at 7:30 p.m. The 
meetings generally consist 
of s.ude shows, munchies 
and plans for future 
events. 
Along with the usual 
�rips, Outings has arrang· 
ed an equipment show for 
Thursday, Oct. 9 on the 
Library lawn. From 9 a.m. 
to 4 p.m. members of the 
Club will demonstrate and 
answer questions about 
the latest equipment. 
There will be paraphernalia 
from all aspects of the out­
doors including caving, 
backpacking, hilting, river 
rafting and rock climbing. 
The weekend following 
the equipment show there 
will be a backpacking trip 
leaving for Mineral King in 
the Sequoia National Park. 
The trip will be Oct. 11 and 
12. 
With all the activity go· 
ing on the Outing Club still 
remains flexible. 
"If someone has a possi• 
ble trip in mind, just put 
up an interest sheet (in the 
Escape Route)," said 
Cunha. 
The Outings Club has a 
tenative list of activities 
for this fall whi� include 
caving, ocean rafting, 
beginning rock climbing, 
cross-country skiing and 
local day hikes. 
Later this quarter there 
will be a horsepacking trip 
in the Sierras. Kimberly 
• 
.- ('•' � 
, 
• 
Phots courtesy of ASI Outings
Two members of the ASI Outings Club battle the Vining Canyon in the Central High Sierras near
mighty rapids of Lava Falls in Colorado (above). Yosemite (lower left). 
Chris Sort picks his way up a sheer ice cliff in Lee 
Chappel will lead a group 
of 20 people int<;> winter 
Ran c h  i n  K e nn e d y  
Meadows. The group will 
leave San Luis Obispo on 
l 
Friday, Nov 7 and will 
return on the eleventh. The 
cost will be $95 and sign­
ups begin Oct.15 at 10 a.m. 
Any questions about 
future trips can be directed 
to the publicity directors 
Valerie Cunha and Karen 
York. They can be found in 
the Escape Route on Mon· 
days and Wednesdays 
from noon to 2 p.m. 
The Escape Route is 
open, usually, from 9 a.m. 
to 4 p.m. on wekdays. 
Fed Inclined to buy Tahoe 
Washington (AP)-A 
Senate committee will hold 
public hearings in Incline 
Village Oct. 13 on the 
Santini-Burton Lake 
Tahoe land purcha�e bill, 
Sen. Paul Laxalt, R-Nev., 
annollllced today. 
Las Vegas area to private 
interests and using the pro· 
ceeds to buy environmen· 
tally sensitive land around 
Lake Tahoe, passed the 
House on a voice vote Sept. 
9. 
Laxalt said Energy com· 
La.xalt said he and two mittee Chairman Henry 
members of the Senate . Jackson, D-Wash., called 
Energy and Natural the public hearings 
Resources Committee because of House changes 
would conduct the hear· in the bill since it last was 
ings at Incline Village. The aired before the public. He 
measure, which c-alls for . said he did not expect addi· 
sale of public land in the tional public hearings to be 
needed before the full com· 
mittee took up the bill. 
Laxalt said he would be 
joined by Sens. Bennett 
Johnston, D-Ga., and Ted 
Stevens, R·Alaska at the 
Oct. 13 hearing. California 
senators Alan Cranston 
and S.I. Hayakawa also 
would be invited, he said. 
Tahoe residents express· 
ed concern at earlier public 
hearings that the measure 
would give the government 
.the power of conde!Dllat1on 
• of developed land on the
California side of the lake.
Condorlayssuccessfulegg 
The recent discovery of a 
California Condor nest in a 
remote area of a Southern 
California National Forest 
is caus� for rejoicing 
among biologists and 
others working to save the 
endangered bird, John 
Borneman of the Condor 
Research Center in Ven­
tura said today. 
··For the first time in the
history of condor research, 
we know the date. within 
one day, that an egg was 
laid and have been able to 
watch the nest each day 
since then. The find was 
made by one of the 
biologists on the joint Con· 
dor Research Team of the 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Ser· 
vice and the National 
Audubon Society." 
Borneman praised the_ 
U.S. Forest Service for tak· 
ing prompt action to p'ro· 
tect the nest area of the 
condor pair from human 
disturbance. The California 
Condor, an enormous 
vulture with a spectacular 
nine-foot wing-span, i� one 
of the rarest species of 
birds in the world. "Only 
20 to 30 individual condors 
are left and there have been 
alarmingly few successful 
nests discovered over the 
past several years, so any 
indications of reproduction . ..are e n c o u r a ging. 
Borneman said. •�However, 
the fact that this is the on· 
ly known nesting this year 
underscores the severity of 
the bird's plight and the 
need for new appr-0aches to 
prevent its extinction." 
An emergency rescue 
program to save the con­
dor was launched late last 
year, funded by t_he U.S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service, 
the National Audubon 
Society, the U.S. Forest 
Service.- the U.S. Bureau of 
Land Management� and, -
the California Department 
of Fish and Game. The 
cooperative project had its 
origins in the recommends-
tions of the Audubon and 
government biologists stu· 
dying the species for the 
past 15 years and in the 
recommendations of a 
special Condor Advisory 
Panel which was convened 
by the American Or· -
nithologists t _ Union and 
National Audubon in 1978. 
The noted scientists on 
this panel concluded after 
exhaustive study of all 
available information that 
the only reasonable hope 
for recovery of the wild 
population lay in greatly 
expanded_ field research 
,and captive breeding. 
************* 
*************
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Baseball coach favors Houston 
BY VERN AHRENDES Harr, the Cal Po ly  
Mustang baseball coach, 
selected his favorites for 
next week's major league 
baseball playoffs. 
Sport& Editor 
There was not any 
hesitation at all as Berdy 
"On paper, the inside 
track has to go to the 
Houston Astros," Harr 
,---------------------------------·
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said. "Houston's pitching 
and hitting is just too 
strong." 
Harr, who made his 
predictions in the surroun­
dings of his new office in 
Modoc Hall, is hundreds of 
miles away from the _pen­
nant races. 
The American League, 
which has been prolonged 
by the persistence of the 
Baltimore Orioles, finds 
Cleveland in Baltimore for 
three games and Detroit in 
New York for four. Kansas 
City is patiently awaiting 
the surviver of the East. 
Harr believes the team 
that plays the best in the 
Astrodome will be in the 
World Series but he is look­
ing forward to  the  
American League playoff. 
"The Yankees and the 
Royals will make a good 
playoff matchup," he said. 
"Both teams have a new 
style  of play ,  new 
managers and personnel. 
There has been a roll 
switch as New York is now 
the finesse team and Kan­
sas City is the more 
physical ballclub." 
Whichever teams emerge 
from the playoffs, Harr is 
expecting an exciting 
World Series like the 1975 
seven-game battle between 
the Boston Red Sox and 
the Cincinnati Reds. 
"If I am wrong and I 
have a hunch that I am," 
Harr interjected, "Mon­
treal could have enough of­
fensive punch to wear 
down anyone.'' 
. 
Announcements 
PREGNANT? NNd help? We 
care! Call A.L.P.H.A. 24-hr 
lllellna 541-3367. (TF) 
BICYCLES-MOPEDS 
Check out our low prices on 
Panasonic 12 speed bicycles & 
accessories. Mopeds start at 
$499. We service all makes. 
THE MOPED EMPORIUM 
2700 Broad SLO 5'1%5878 
(10-14) 
WELCOME BACK STUDENTS! 
See you at Mlaalon School 
Thrift Shop Peach & Broad Mon• 
Fri 9-2:30 544-0720. 
(10-3) 
MEN!-WOMEN! 
JOBS ON SHIPS! American. 
Foreign. No experience re-
qu i r e d . E x c e l le n t  pey . 
Worldwide travel. Summer job 
or career. Send $3 for lnforma-
tion. SEAFAX, Dept. 8-11 Box 
2049 Port Angeles, Washington 
98362. 
(10-2) 
The Park Garage Restaurant 
and Saloon serves lunch and 
Dinner everyday but Monday. 
Live music every Fri. & Sat. 
Roadrunners Oct. 3 & 4'. Monte 
MIiis Oct. 10 & 11. 14th and Mis-
sion Sts. San Miguel 467-3"00. 
(10-3) 
SENIORS Harte-Hanks Com-
munlcatlonsNan/De Publishing 
Company will be on campus Oc-
tober 10, 1980 recruiting 
Graphic Communications 
graduates. Sign up at lhe Place-
ment Office 
(10-8) 
BALLET ALL LEVELS 
Ame<fcan Dance t<tOII Mont8f8y 
543 4409. 
(10-3) 
WESTERN SWING Tues. & Fri. 
American Dance 1409 Monten,y 
543 4409. 
(10-3) 
OANCERCISE 
American Dance 1409 Monterey 
5434◄09 
(10-3) 
For Sale 
Standard 6-foot dorm loft for 
a at '49.95 call Don 544-8074 
(10-3) 
Sports 
Hartnell College 
wins opening meet 
Cal Poly got off to a slow 
start as defending regional 
champion Hartnell College 
of Salinas won the opening 
West Coast Region men's 
intercollegiate rodeo last 
weekend at Douglas, Ariz. 
In women's competition, 
University of Arizona serv­
ed notice _ that Central 
Arizona's three year 
domination of the region 
may be in jeopardy by edg· 
ing out the defending 
champs 198-186. Cal Poly, 
with only a fourth place 
finish in goat tying by Ken­
dra Santos, a freshman 
from Creston, finished far 
back in the standings. 
Cal Poly's points came in 
the team roping event 
where Tom Switzer, a 
junior from San Luis 
Obispo, and Mike Fontes, a 
f re s h m a n  fr o m  Los  
Alamos, worked together 
for a second place finish 
and Mike Reiff, a junior 
from Woodland, teamed 
with Mark Marden for a 
fourth place effort. 
The other highlight for 
Cal Poly came in calf rop­
ing where freshman John 
Thompson won the event 
handily with a time of 13.4 
seconds. 
Classified 
Call 546-1144 
PLAYBOYS 
1966-1973 soc EACH CALL 
MARK 543-5493. 
(10·3) 
Audio Equip. 
VISIT AN HISTORIC 
800800 
NEAR YOU YO!JI 
(10·3) 
Services 
SECRETARIAL SERVICES 
We type resumes, term paper, 
senior projects. Gall Wagner 
Secretarial Service 544-8163 
(TF) 
Typing very reasonable. En-or-
'"" owemlta 1ervlc:e II under 20 
pg1. Suale 528-7805. 
(TF) 
TYPIST Sr. projecta, r9port1, 
etc. Engineering & math 1ym, 
bola. Xerox cople• 4 cent,. Call 
Vicki 772-1375 or 528-8819 ev.1. 
(TF) 
LAST MINUTE TYPING? 
WIii pick up and deliver. Linda 
"89-4431. After 5:30. 
(TF) 
Lost & Found 
Help I loat a 14K gofd dolphin 
charm near campue. DH'"9rat1 
to find. R-■rd. 544-3103. 
(10-2) 
LOST 9'23 GOLD LADIES 
AAMITRON WATCH 
Call Ramona 544-8150. Sen• 
tlmental value-Reward. 
(10-3) 
LOST GOLD WEDDING BAND 
ON 9125 NEAR UU 6 OYM. PAT• 
TERNED. REWARD CALL ALAN 
541-&584 
(10-n 
Housing 
DEL VAGLIO REALTY 
Sma.11 Homes, Condos and land 
tor sale In all price ranges. Call 
LUISA�75. (TF) 
Female roommate t.d to 
ah re fumlahed apt 3 blka. from 
Cal Poly w/pool and waahef-
dryer$13&'mo. 5'1•5793. 
(10-8) 
The Cal Poly men's and 
women's rodeo teams com­
pete next at Window Rock, 
Ariz., on Oct. 11-12 in a 
rodeo hosted by Navajo 
Community College. 
Deadlines due 
for intramurals 
Friday has been schedul­
ed as the deadline for turn­
ing in registration forms 
for several intramural tour­
naments and activities. 
Noon is the deadline for 
registration in men's, 
women's and faculty round 
robin tennis tournaments. 
The tournaments will 
begin Monday with three 
levels of competition in 
each classification. 
Touch football managers 
or captains must attend 
one of the scheduled rules 
and regulations meetings 
to qualify for entry into the 
tournament. The meetings 
are Monday in Room 213 
Science North at 6 p.m. 
and Tuesday in University 
Union room 218 at noon. 
Fraternity, residence hall 
and independent leagues 
will be formed. 
For more information, 
call the intramural office at 
546-2040.
Help Wanted 
SINGING POSITION Bass and 
Tenor Choir Section Leaders 
wanted Ford Church In Arroyo 
Grande paid position. 543-6244 
or 543-4366. (10-2) 
EARN EXTRA CASH 
Rapidly growing International 
company needs 5 men-5 women 
to expand local operations. 
Now interviewing ambitious 
people with management 
potential. Appointments call 
466-8615. (10-10) 
Addressers wanted Immediate-
ly! Work at home-no ex-
perience necessary-excellent 
pay. Write: 
National Service 
9CM1 Mansfield 
Sulte2004 
Shreveport, LA 71118 
(10-24) 
AIRLINES 
Major alrllnes are now hiring for 
the following opportunities: 
FLIGHT ATTENDANTS 
TICKET AGENTS 
RAMP I BAGGAGE PERSON· 
NEL 
CUSTOMER SERVICE 
RESERVATIONS AGENTS 
CLERICAL POSITIONS 
Individuals interested in apply• 
Ing with these airlines com-
panies must be career oriented, 
have a public relations per-
sonallty, be willing to travel If 
required, and be In good health. 
For further Information on how 
to Immediately apply directly 
with these m 1Jor airlines com• 
panies, write to: 
TAAVELEX, INC. 
A TTEN: Airlines Appllcatlon 
Information 
3865 South Wasatch Blvd. 
Suite 101 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84109 
Please Indicate briefly your 
background, what airlines posl• 
tton(s) you are Interested In ap• 
plying for and enclose a 
stamped, self-addressed 
envelope so that you may 
received further Information as
to what steps to take ao that 
possible Interviews might bear-
ranged by these alr11nea. All ma-
Jor alrtln companlea are 
EQUAL OPPORT UNI T Y  
EMPLOYERS. 
(10-3) 
• 
t. 
Mustang D•lly
Cal Poly Mustang football head coach, Joe Harper 
expects a formidable challenge from host Fresno 
State this Saturday at 7:30 p.m. Fresno's multiple 
defense is Harper's biggest concern. Mustangs 
need a strong showing to improve playoff hopes. 
. Seats available for Fresno trip 
Ten seats are still The cost is $35 for 
available for the Mustang Boosters and $40 to non­
Boosters bus trip to Boosters, which includes 
Fresno this Saturday. double occupancy at the 
The bus is scheduled to Village Inn. 
!leave the Madonna Plaza Reservations are alsoShopping Center at noon availabe for the Oct. 11 
:Saturday. The bus will ar- trip to Santa Clara. 
'rive in Fresno by 3 p.m. For more information 
before the scheduled 7:3Eft and reservations, call 544-
game with Fresno State. : 8990 or 544-8992. 
I ' 
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Fresno State multiple· defense 
co cerns footba I coach Harper 
BY VERN AHRENDES Stadium Saturday at 7:30 coach Jim Sweeney who b:r- carried th� ball 49 times 
Sport• Editor p.m. ings a 15-11-0 mark into this year for 173 yards. 
The Cal Poly Mustang "The Fresno team this the contest, runs a pro-set. Harper is concerned 
football team won its big- year will be a very for· "Their receivers have most with Fresno's defen• 
gest game of the season midable opponent," said good speed and great sivealignments. 
last weekend in Davis but Mustang coach Joe hands," Harper said. "The "Fresno runs multiple 
one loss could well ruin any Harper. "It is a team that wide receiver, Henry defense which changes on 
playoff hopes. . is comparable to Fullerton Ellard, is an outstanding almost every play," 
The Mustangs, 2-1, are as far as its ability and track man and will be Harper siad. "It is a 
scheduled to tangle with athletes go," tough to stop." frustrating defense to play 
the host Fresno S�ate Fresno State, under the Fresno's n1nning game is against and we will have 
Bulldogs, . 1·3, in Ratcliffe guidance of third year led by Ken Lovely who has our hands full with it." 
Doctor set for injuries clinic 
The Mustangs will be physically stronger this week as nmoing back 
Louis Jackson and offen-A symposium and clinic 
geared towards fundamen· 
tal chiropractic utilization 
in treating sports-related 
injuries has been scheduled 
at the Cal Poly Theatre on 
Saturday beginning at 7:30 
p.m.
The talk by Dr. Leroy
Perry, Jr. will cover 
manipulation techniques, 
kinetic therapy, nutrition, 
injury prevention and 
rehabilitalion including 
training techniques to im· 
prove athletic perfor· 
mance. 
A $3. 7 5 donation will 
benefit the Foundation for 
Athletic Research and 
Education and the Cal Poly 
Human Performance Lab. 
Tickets are available in ad· 
vance from all Cheap 
Thrills and the University 
Union ticket booth. 
Dr. Perry was responsi­
ble for the treatment of 
athletes from 21 countries 
and was the team doctor 
· for the country of Antigua
at the 1976 Olympics in
.Montreal and he served as bob sled team at the 1980 sive tackle Mike Daum the team doctor for U.S. Winter Olympics. have been running and 
working out all week long. 
Or. Leroy Perry, Jr. 
II 
: I, 
< 
Edward Alarcio and 
Fred Raw are still not 
ready for action. Starting 
center Carl Gillberg has 
been lost for the rest of the 
season following a knee in� 
jury on the opening kick­
off against Davis. 
"This team has still not 
played what I consider to 
b e  an all ar ound 
outstanding game," 
Harper said. "Our own er·• rors are causmg us our 
frustration right now." 
Con t rac t  d isputes 
between Cal Poly and 
Fresno State have caused 
the cancellation of next 
year's scheduled game in 
Mustang Stadium, accor­
ding to Athletic Director 
Vic Bucoola. 
Fresno wanted Cal Poly 
to play three straight years 
in Fresno. The game 
scheduled for 1982 in 
Fresno is still on the 
schedule. 
And Special Guest. Saturday1 October fourth. Two shows seven and ten in the evening • 
Cfl.lmash Auditorium . Julian A. McPhee University Union . Cal Poly • Student t�ts $6 in advance $ 7 at t�e door •
GenetaJ public $7 in advance $8 at the door• Available at all Cheap Thrills locatJOOS & 8<?0 Boo Records in
S.LO · Student tickets available at UU tid<et office - Must be 18 or older• Proof of age r�1red at door·�id pho o ID or Cal Poly or Cuesta student 10 • Chair style seating· Please no food, dnnks, �====�= smokes or lawn ·rs· Thank you for your cooperation· An ASI Concerts Presentat1011 • 
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Magic land· 
On the California coast, stretching 7 5 miles between 
Carmel and Hearst Ranch, existed a beautiful, pristine 
magicland called Big Sur. 
But Man, in his infinite wisdom, was not satisfied merely to 
look at Big Sur and drink deeply in its beauty. Instead, he 
chose to conquer and subdue the Big Sur area by defacing the 
land with gawdy tract houses and ugly sheds. Magicland met 
the Industrial Age and Magicland lost. 
However, today efforts are being made to preserve the B_ig 
Sur area so that future generations will be able to stroll along 
gurgling streams surrounded by niammoth trees instead of 
snaking through condominiums. The leading drive to protect 
the Big Sur area, which has grown at a rate of 60 percent over 
the past 10 years, is spearheaded by Congressman Leon 
Panetta through HR bill 7380 which has passed the House 
and is being debated in a Senate subcommittee. 
Though Panetta' s committment to save the beauty of Big 
Sur is a noble and needed effort, his bill is presently weather­
ing tough waters stirred up by groups which oppose the 
legislation. Most of the fear expressed from Big Sur residents 
probably stems from a basic ignorance about the bill's intent. 
The bill doesn't, as some have claimed, establish Big Sur as 
a national park. In reality, the Big Sur legislation creates no 
new laws. Panetta's bill merely organizes the 30 or so agen­
cies that have jurisdiction over Big Sur into a Big Sur Area 
Council composed of five residents and four state and govern­
ment representatives. Logically if all the efforts to protect 
Big Sur are concentrated into one governing body, then the 
push to keep Big Sur pristine will have more force. 
The bill is also not merely a needless liberal Democrat's 
boondoggle to rape the American citizens of their tax dollars 
as California Assembly woman Carol Hallet has suggested. 
Hallet has said the Big Sur area is already protected by such 
laws as the Federal Coast ?.one Management Act of 1972 and 
the California Coastal Act of 1976. But such acts merely sup­
ply money to protect Big Sur and other coastal areas, not ac­
tually require that Big Sur be blanketed by a protective coat. 
Lastly, fears have been raised that Panetta's bill will allow 
the government to snatch away private land without compen­
sation. The Big Sur bill forbids seizing private lands. �at's 
more, $25 million of the $30 miJUnn bill has been set aside to 
compensate the landowner should his or her home not meet 
federal standards. 
The Big Sur legislation proposed by Congressman Panetta 
will not be a waste of the taxpayer's money nor a federal 
pillage of private land. The bill is simply designed to keep one 
of the most beautiful wilderness areas in the United States so 
that future generations can marvel and revel in the splendor 
of the coastal wonderland of Big Sur. 
Letters 
Watch out! 
Editor: 
These bicycles are dangerous 
Or so it seems to me, 
And out of nowhere they can come, 
They 're surely hard to see. 
There are so many of them 
Just everywhere it seems, 
And often several bicycles 
Appear upon the scene. 
They move around so quickly, 
We drivers find it hard 
To know just where they're going, 
Have to always be on gaurd. 
Perhaps they're cheap to operate 
And are good exercise, 
But riders need to careful be 
Is surely my advice. 
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Here and There 
BY HAROLD ATCHISON 
Science disposes what public opinion 
supposes. Notions twist and snap under 
the weight of fact; we know now, for in­
stance, that the sun does not circle the 
earth, and the earth is not surrounded 
by ether. Even a hint of progress can 
change the way a society thinks and 
acts. 
My example of this is m.ental 
illness-schizophrenia in particular. I'll 
explain the word briefly because I've 
often heard it misused. Schizophrenia is 
not "split personality," but a split of in­
telligence and emotion. A schizophrenic 
may laugh or cry for no reason, express 
himself in rambling, disjointed speech, 
or hear voices that no one else can. 
Mental illness is still a bugbear, 
because the unspoken threat of violence 
always stands behind it. We ignore the 
violence that changes "normal," every­
day life, and save our scorn for the one 
who loses control-the random element. 
It is useless to say (correctly) that men­
tal illness is just another kind of illness. 
We instinctively shun sickness, but 
bodily disease is seen as menacing while 
a disordered brain is seen as malevolent. 
The implication in this is that the ill 
are somehow responsible for their il­
lness. It's easy to see how this idea 
stamped itself on the world. Without 
scientific leadership, psychiatry was left 
with personality theory for centuries. 
Studies of "organic" mental illnesses 
(those with biochemical causes) were 
shunted. This emphasis on personality 
disorder, rather then no-fault disease, 
helped put the public blame on the 
shoulders of the mentally ill. 
But what if most mental illnesses are 
essentially organic? Recent research 
seems to be pointing in that direction. 
My guess is that what we call personali­
ty disintegration is only a chemical im­
balance, and that within the next cen­
tury the concept of "mind" will be com­
pletely redefined or scrapped. Here is 
some encouragement from science: 
-Earlier this year, a team of scien:
tists from Montreal published a work 
c e n t e r i n g o n  t h e  i d e a t h a t  
schizophrenics are people who have 
trouble producing a biochemical called 
prostaglandin. 
-A brain scanner called PEIT can
now picture function as well as form; a 
disordered brain is visibly different 
from a healthy one. This makes PETI 
an i mport ant  d i agnostic tool. 
Psychiatrists often have to pick out a 
specific illness from a forest of similar 
symptoms; now they can see the dif­
ference. 
A Los Angeles Times article this sum­
mer said most members of the American 
Psychiatric Association are interpreting 
new studi e s  in gene tics and 
neuroanatomy to mean that the mental­
ly ill may just be poorly predisposed to 
handle trauma; in other words, some 
people through no fault of their own, 
can't cope with stress as well as others. 
If this last point is ever proved, the 
shame that stigmatizes the mentally ill 
will be forced back under a rock, where 
it belongs. The mentally ill must not be 
blamed for their condition. 
Author Harold Atchison is a senior 
journalism major and Mustang Dai­
ly reporter. Here and there will be a 
weekly feature running every 
Thursday. 
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